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Abstract 
Blanchet-Sadri, F., Equations and monoid varieties of dot-depth one and two, Theoretical Com- 
puter Science 123 (1994) 2399258. 
Each level of the Straubing’s hierarchy of aperiodic monoids can be parametrized in a natural way. 
This paper studies this parametrization for dot-depth one and two monoids. For level one, it is 
shown that the mth level is defined by ajnite sequence of equations if and only if tn= 1,2 or 3. For 
level two, and for M > 1, a sequence of equations is given which is satisfied in the mth level and shown 
to ultimately define the 1st level. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a given finite alphabet. The star-free languages over A are those languages 
which can be obtained from the finite languages over A by the boolean operations and 
the concatenation product. The Straubing hierarchy of star-free languages over 
A [IS] is a hierarchy of classes of languages over A ((A* Vk)k L 0) whose union is the 
class of star-free languages over A. More precisely, the languages in A* V0 are A* and 
8. A language is in A*$$+ 1 if it is a boolean combination of languages of the form 
L,-, aI L1 a2 a,, L, (n 2 0), where the Lls are in A* T& and the ais are in A. L s A* is 
star-free if and only if LEA*V~ for some k30 (the dot-depth of L is the smallest 
such k). The above hierarchy is closely related to the dot-depth hierarchy [8]. The 
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Straubing hierarchy of star-free languages over A is infinite for 1 A I> 2 [7,21,22]. Let 
$-,=UA A*Ykand’%‘=U k a OYk. Yy and ^Lrk are *-varieties of languages. Since v and 
“ffk are *-varieties of languages, by a theorem of Eilenberg, there exists a monoid 
variety V corresponding to ^y_ and a monoid variety V, corresponding to Yk. LEY 
(LE%/~) if and only if the syntactic monoid of L (M(L)) is in V ( Vk). V is the variety of 
aperiodic monoids [ 161. 
A long-standing open problem is to find out whether V, is decidable or whether 
V, can be effectively characterized. A positive answer is known only for k = 1 [ 171, and 
partial results have been obtained for k=2 [19, 231. 
Within each level A* “& of the Straubing hierarchy, we can consider an increasing 
sequence (A* Y;, m)ma 1of subclasses: a language over A is in A* Y,,,m if it is a boolean 
combination of languages of the form LoalLla2 . . a,,L,, (n 30) with the Lis in 
,4*%-l, the Ui’S in A and n<m. We have A*_trk=UmalA*Yk,m. Let 
%,m= U/IA*&. According to Eilenberg, there exists a variety of monoids 
Vk_ corresponding to the *-variety of languages Y’&,,. We have that LEY&, if and 
only if M( L)E Vk,m. 
Eilenberg showed that every variety of monoids is ultimately dejned by a sequence 
of equations and that every variety of monoids generated by a single monoid is dejined 
by a (finite or infinite) sequence of equations. For example, the variety V of aperiodic 
monoids is ultimately defined by the equations x” = x”+ ’ (n >, 1). The variety VI is 
ultimately defined by the equations xn=xnfl and (xy)“=(yx)” (n>,l). This gives 
a decision procedure for VI, i.e. ME VI if and only if for all x, REM, x“’ =x”‘+ ’ and 
(xy)” =( yx)” with m the cardinality of M. The variety VI, 1 is defined by x=x2 and 
xy = yx, VI, 2 by xyzx = xyxzx and (xy)’ = ( YX)~ (the equations for VI, 1 are folklore, 
and the equations for VI,, are due to Simon), and Vl,3 by xzyxvxwy=xzxyxvxwy, 
ywxvxyzx =ywxvxyxzx and (xY)~ =(Yx)~ [Z]. Knast [ll, 123 provides a sequence of 
equations for level one of Cohen and Brzozowski’s dot-depth hierarchy. 
The object of this paper is to study equations and the I&,,‘s for k= 1 or 2. More 
precisely, we study the following questions. 
l Can we find explicitly a jinite sequence of equations that defines VI, m? 
l Can we find explicitly a sequence of equations that ultimately defines V2,,? 
An attempt to answer the above questions was made in [S]. There, we gave explicitly 
an infinite sequence of equations that defines VI,,. We showed that for m= 1,2 or 3, 
the infinite defining sequence of equations for VI,, is equivalent to a finite sequence. 
Also, a sequence of equations that ultimately defines monoids in V,, 1 generated by 
two letters was given. In this paper, we first simplify the infinite defining sequence of 
equations for VI ,m given in [S]. Then, we show that VI, m is defined by a$nite sequence 
of equations if and only if m = 1,2 or 3 answering the first question. Also, the question 
of finding explicitly a sequence of equations that ultimately defines V,, 1 is solved 
answering the second question for m = 1. For m > 1, a sequence of equations satisfied 
in (but not necessarily complete for) V2,m is given. Parts of the present paper are also 
to be published in [S]. We have indicated those parts in the text and have repeated 
them for sake of completeness. 
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Our results are obtained by a method based on EhrenfeuchttFrai’sse games. The 
idea of applying these games to study the dot-depth hierarchy dates back to the work 
of Thomas [21] and they were used in [l-6]. First, one regards a word OEA* of 
length 1 WI as a word model w = ({ 1, .., w}, < ‘“, (Qy)IEA) where the universe 
{ 1, . ,I w I} represents the set of positions of letters in w, < W denotes the <-relation in 
w, and QT are unary relations over { 1, . . . . I WI } containing the positions with letter a, 
for each UEA. For a sequence ti=(m,, . . . . mk) of positive integers, where k 30, the 
game $%(w, w’) is played between two players I and II on the word models w and w’. 
A play of the game consists of k moves. In the ith move, player I chooses, in w or in w’, 
a sequence of mi positions; then player II chooses, in the remaining word, also 
a sequence of mi positions. After k moves, by concatenating the position sequences 
chosen from w and w’, two sequences of positions pi . . pn from w and q1 qn from .w’ 
have been formed where n = ml + .‘. + mk. Player II has won the play if the two 
subwords in w and w’ given by the position sequences p1 . . p,, and q1 . qn coincide. If 
there is a winning strategy for player II in the game Yti(w, w’) to win each play, we 
write w -m w’. The two players play the game Y,fi(w, w’) on a pair of words w and w’. 
Player I tries to demonstrate a difference between them while player II tries to keep 
the words looking the same. -m naturally defines a congruence on A*. The import- 
ance of -,ii lies in the fact that Vk can be characterized in terms of the congruences 
-,,,,. _,. Thomas [20, 211 and Perrin and Pin 1141 infer that ME Vk if and only if for 
every morphism cp : A* +M there exists v?i = (m,, . . , mk) such that brn refines 9, or 
more precisely, ME V,. m if and only if for every morphism cp :A* + M there exists 
ti=(m,ml, . . . . mk_ 1 ) such that -,,, refines cp. Hence the monoids A*/ -* form a class of 
monoids that generate V in the sense that every finite aperiodic monoid is a morphic 
image of a monoid of the form A*/-,. 
I. I. Algebraic preliminaries 
For more information on the algebraic material discussed in this section, see the 
books by Eilenberg [9], Lallement [13] or Pin [15]. 
Let A be a finite set. I Al denotes the cardinality of A or the number of elements in A. 
A*, thefree monoid generated by A, is the set of all sequences of length 30 of elements 
of A with concatenation being the operation (such sequences are called words). The 
unique string of length 0, denoted by 1 and called the empty word, acts as the identity. 
A language over A is a subset of A*. IwI denotes the length of the word w, and WE 
denotes the set of letters in w. A word u is a prejix (sufix) of w if there exists a word 
u such that uu = w ( DU = w). A word w’ is a factor (or segment) of a word w if there exist 
words u and u such that w =uw’u. A word a, . ..a. (where ai, . . . . a, are letters) is 
a subword of w if there exist words wO, . , w, such that w = w,,ulw1u2.. . a,w,. 
An equivalence - on A* is a congruence if w - w’ implies uwv - uw’v for all 
u, v, w, w’EA*. A congruence - is aperiodic if there exists n 3 0 such that W” - w”’ ‘, for 
all w. The --class of w is [w] _ = { w’ I w-w’}. The set of all --classes is denoted by 
A*/- and the index of - is defined as the cardinality of A*/-. This set becomes 
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a monoid by considering the operation [w] _ [w’] _ = [ ww’] _ ; [l] _ acts as identity. 
There exists a surjective morphism - : A* + A*/-, defined by w - = [w] _ . Con- 
versely, any morphism cp :A*+M induces a congruence on A* defined by wcpw’ if and 
only if wcp = w’cp. Note that we use the same symbol to denote the congruence and the 
related morphism. If cp is surjective, there exists an isomorphism between A*/cp and M. 
Any A-generated monoid can then be represented as a quotient of A* by a congru- 
ence. 
If LEA* is a union of --classes, we say that L is a --language. For any language 
L over A, the syntactic congruence of L is defined by w -L w’ if and only if for all 
u,v~A*,uwv~Lifandonlyifuw’v~L. -L is the congruence of minimal index with the 
property that L is a --language, i.e., for any congruence - on A*, L is a --language 
if and only if - c -L. The quotient monoid A*/ - L is denoted M(L) and is called the 
syntactic monoid of L. If M is a monoid and there exists a morphism cp :A* +M such 
that L = Sq - ’ for some S G M we say that M recognizes L. A language is said to be 
recognizable if it is recognized by a finite monoid. Kleene’s theorem asserts that the 
regular languages in A* are exactly those recognized by finite monoids. It is well 
known that M(L) is the monoid M of minimal cardinality with the property that 
M recognizes L; in fact, M(L) -=C M (M(L) divides M or M(L) is a morphic image of 
a submonoid of M) if and only if M recognizes L. Also L is regular if and only if M(L) 
is finite. W is a variety of monoids, or M-variety, if 
l it is a class of finite monoids closed under division, i.e., if ME Wand M’ < M, then 
M’E W, and 
l it is closed under finite direct product, i.e., if M, M’E W, then M x M’E W. 
For any class %? of finite monoids, we denote by (U), the least M-variety 
containing %‘. Clearly, ME ( GT?‘)~ if and only if there exists a finite sequence Ml, . . . , M, 
of monoids of V such that M < Ml x ‘.. x M,. We call (%)M the M-variety 
generated by %‘. 
w is a *-variety of languages if 
l for every finite alphabet A, A*“# denotes a class of recognizable languages over 
A closed under boolean operations, 
in A*“@, and 
l ifLEA*~andcp:B*~A*isamorphism,thenL~-’={w~B*Iwcp~L}isinB*~. 
Eilenberg has shown that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between M- 
varieties and *-varieties. To a given *-variety of languages YY corresponds the M- 
variety W generated by the syntactic monoids of the languages in A*%f for some A, 
and to a given M-variety W corresponds the *-variety of languages YV where A*%” is 
the class of subsets L of A* for which there is MEW such that M(L) < M. The notion 
of variety captures the conditions under which a family of languages can be character- 
ized by monoids and vice versa. 
Let w, w’EA*. A monoid M satisfies the equation w = w’ if and only if wcp = w’cp for 
all morphisms cp: A*-+M. One can show that the class of monoids M satisfying the 
equation w = w’ is an M-variety, denoted by W(w, w’). Let (w,, w&a 1 be a sequence of 
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pairs of words of A* (when considering a sequence of equations, we may need an 
infinite alphabet A). Consider the following M-varieties: w’ = n,,> I W(w,, WA) and 
~‘UrnH n&n W(w,, WA). We say that FV’( LV”) is defined (ultimutely dejned) by 
the equations w, = wh (n > 1): this corresponds to the fact that a monoid M is in 
V”( NJ”‘) if and only if M satisfies the equations w, = w; for all n> 1 (for all n suffi- 
ciently large). The equational approach to varieties is discussed in [9]. Eilenberg and 
Schtitzenberger [lo] showed that every M-variety is ultimately defined by a sequence 
of equations and that every M-variety generated by a single monoid is defined by 
a sequence of equations. 
2. Some combinatorial properties 
The proofs of our main results in this paper rely on some combinatorial properties 
of the -(,,,))s, the -(l,mJ’~ and the N(~,~)‘s tated in Sections 2.1-2.3. Parts of this 
section appear in [S] but are needed to understand the proofs of our new results. 
2.1. Of the -(,,,,‘s 
Simon’s effective characterization of V, [17] depends on some combinatorial 
properties of the congruences -(,,,) stated in this section. A monoid M in VI satisfies 
Xm=Xm+l and (xy)” =(yx)” for some m since M < A*/-(,,,) for some m and 
x”’ -(mj~m+l and (xy)” -cmJ (yx)“. It turns out that these two equations form a com- 
plete sequence of equations for VI. 
Lemma 2.1 ([ 171). Let m3 1. Let w, w’EA*. 
l Zf w -(,,,, WI, then there exists w”EA* such that w, w’ are subwords of w” and 
w -cm) w0 -(m) w’. 
l w “(m) ww’ (w -(,,,, w’w) if and only if there exist wIr . . . , w,EA* such that 
w=w m . . . WI (w=w, . . . w,) and W’~CW~CCC ... GW,CL. 
0 WW’N (mJ waw’ zyand only ifthere exist nonnegative integers n, n’, n + n’> m such that 
w -(,,) wa and w’ -(,,,) aw’ (aeA). 
2.2. Of the N(~,,,,‘s 
This section states some combinatorial properties of the congruences ~~i,~). In 
this and the next sections, if w =a1 . . . a,, is a word and ldp<q<n, w[p,q], 
W(P? 4)? W? 41 and WCPV 4) will denote respectively the segments 
a p...a4, ap+l . . . aq-l, ap+l . . . a4 and up... aqel. 
In the following, we talk about positions spelling the first and the last occurrences of 
every subword of length <m of a word WEA+. Consider the following example: let 
A = (a, b, c} and 
- - 
w=Zibbbbtiliab~bEc6bb&iba~cbbabcca. 
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The overlined positions of w are the positions which spell the first occurrences of every 
subword of length ~3 in w. 
To find the positions which spell the first occurrences of every subword of length 
dm of a word w (or the (m) first positions in w), proceed as follows: let w1 denote the 
smallest prefix of w such that wrx= wc( (call the last position of wi, pi); let w2 denote 
the smallest prefix of w(p,, lwl] such that w2x=(w(p1, Iwl])cl (call the last position 
of w2, p2); . . . ; let w, denote the smallest prefix of w(p,_ i, 1 WI] such that 
w,~~=(w(p,_~,jw(])a (call the last position of w,, p,). If (WCC = 1, pl, . . ..p.,, are the (m) 
first positions in w and the procedure terminates. If (wx / > 1, pl, . . , pm are the (m) first 
position in w. To find the others, we repeat the process to find the (m) first positions in 
w[l,pi) and the (m--i+l) first positions in w(p,_,,p,) for 2<i<m. 
A similar statement is valid to find the positions spelling the last occurrences of 
every subword of length <m of w (or the (m) last positions in w). 
The (m) first and the (m) last positions in w are called the (m) positions in w. 
In the following lemmas, note that u -, r) c’ if and only if uc( = UN. 
Lemma 2.2 ([4]). Let m>l. Let w, w’EA+ and let pl,...,pl in w (pl< ... <p,) 
(4 1, . . ..qtz in w’ (ql < ... <qr,)) be the (m) positions in w (w’). w -Cl,mj w’ ifand only if 
l t=t’, 
l Q,” pi if and only if Qr’ qi, aE A for 1 <id t, and 
l w(Pi,Pi+,)-(,,w’(qiqi+,)for lGiGtpl. 
Lemma 2.3 ([4]). Let m3 1. Let w, w’EA+ be suck that w -Cl,m, w’. Then there exists 
w”EA+ satisfying: 
l Qrpi if and only if Q,“‘pi if and only if Qz”pI), aEA for 1 6 ib t, 
0 Wi ~~1) all’ -~1) wifor 1 <i<t-1, and 
l Wi, W; are subwords ef‘wf for 1 <ibt-1, 
where pl, . . ..pt (pl < ... <p,), pfI, . . . . pi (p; < ... <pi), p’;, . . . . p;’ (p; < ... <pl) denote 
the (m) positions in w, W’ and W” respectively, wi=w(pi, pi+l), wj=w’(p:, P;+~), and 
w~=~“(p~,p;+~)for 1 <i<t-1. 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply that for m3 1, and w, w’EA”, if w -(l,m) w’, then there 
exists w”EA* such that w, w’ are subwords of w” and w -(l,m) w” -(l,m) w’. 
2.3. of the -(,,,,,‘s 
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for -Cn,mj- 
equivalence. 
Lemma 2.4 ([4]). Let m>l and n> 1. Let w, w’EA+ and let pl,...,pl~w 
(PI< ... <P,) (ql,...,qt,Ew’ (ql< ... <ql,)) be the (m) positions in w (w’). w -(,,,,)w’ 
if and only if 
0 t=t’, 
l Qa”pi if and only if Qr’qi, aEA for 1 <i<t, 
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l w(Pi3Pi+l) -(n-2.m) w’(qi, qi+l),fOr 1 ,<i<t- 1, 
l for I<idt-1 andfor every rl,...,r,_l~~(pi,pi+l) (rl< ... <r,_,), there exist 
~1, . . ..s._1Ew’(qir qi+l) (~1 < ..’ <s,_l) suck that 
(1) Qzrj if and only if Qz’sj, aEA for 1 <j<n- 1; 
(2) drj, rj+ 1) -cm) W’(Sj, Sj+l)fOr 1 djdn-2; 
(3) bv(Pi, rl) -cm) W’(qi, SI); 
Also, there exist sl, . . . . s,_ ,~W’(qi, qi+l) (which may he difSerent from the posi- 
tions which satisfy (l)-(3) (sl < ... <s,_ 1) suck that 1, 2 und 
(4) w(r,-l,Pi+l)-(m)W’(Sn-1,4i+l) 
hold. Similarly, for every sl, . . . , ~,-1~W’(qi, qi+l) (SIC ... <s,-I), there exist 
rl,...,r,_,EW(pi,pi+l)(rl< ... <r,_I)suck that 1,2,3 hold (~SO 1,2,4 hold), 
l for 1 <i,<t-1 and jbr every rl,...,r,E(pi,pi+I) (rl< ... <r,), there exist 
S1, . . ..S.EW’(qi, qi+l) (S1 < ‘.. <S,) suck that 
(5) Qzrj ifand only ifQz’sj, a~A,for 1 <j<n; 
(6) w(rj, rj+ 1) -cm) W’(Sj,Sj+l),fOr l<j<n-1; 
Similarly, for eaery ~1, . ..ysn)E+tJ’(qi. qi+ 1) (sl < ... <So), there exist 
rl, . . ..m~w(p~. ~i+~) (rl < ... <r,) suck that (5) and (6) hold. 
3. On sequences of equations defining the VI,,‘s 
Let A be an alphabet of r + 1 letters where r denotes a nonnegative integer. In [S], 
for each m 3 1, a finite sequence of equations %‘?Fm, was obtained such that L belongs to 
A* -Y;, m if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L) satisfies all the equations in %‘Fm,, thus 
providing an effective criterion to decide if L belongs to A* F;,,, and also implying 
that uIaO et,,,, (an infinite sequence of equations) defines VI, m. Moreover, for m = 1, 2 
or 3, u+ o g;,, was shown to be equivalent to a finite sequence of equations implying 
that V1, 1, VI,, and VI,, are defined by$nite sequences of equations. Our main result 
in this section (Theorem 3.4) completes that result of [S] by showing that VI,m (mB4) 
is not defined by a$nite sequence of equations. We first reduce %?“;,,,, to an equivalent 
but simpler sequence of equations and we then show that VI.,, is defined by ajinite 
sequence of equations if and only if m= 1,2 or 3. 
3.1. On complete sequences of equations for the VI.,‘s 
We now state the terminology that was used in [S]. We repeat this material (that is, 
Definition 3.1, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) to make the present paper self-contained. We 
define a new sequence of equations (Definition 3.2) and then show (Theorem 3.3) that 
the new sequence is equivalent to the sequence of Definition 3.1. In this paper, we 
work with our new Definition 3.2. Theorems 3.1-3.3 are then used to prove our main 
result in this section (Theorem 3.4). 
By an i-subset we mean a subset with i elements. 
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Let m> 1. A segment oftype rI(m) in (x1} is xl; a segment oftype r2(m) in {xl, x2} 
is (xZ)exl or (xI)ex2 for some l<e$m; a segment of type ri+l(m) in 
Si+l={Xlr~~~~Xi~Xi+l } is the nonempty concatenation of at most m segments of type 
ri(m) in an i-subset of Si+ 1, say Si, followed by the concatenation (maybe empty) of at 
most m segments of type ri- 1(m) in an (i - l)-subset of Si, say Si_ 1, . . . , followed by the 
concatenation (maybe empty) of at most m segments of type rl (m) in an 1 -subset of Sz, 
say Sr, followed by the element in Si+ 1 -Si. Segments of type ii(m) are the mirror 
images, or the reversals, of the segments of type ri(m). 
Definition 3.1 ([S]). Let ma 1 and let r be a nonnegative integer. %7tm, is the finite 
sequence of all equations of the form 
u, . . . U& . . . 0, = u, . . . uoxvo . . . v,, 
where u0 = xno, v0 = xnb, where for 16 i < r, ut is the concatenation of Iii segments of type 
/i+,(m) in {x,y~,..., yi}, vi is the concatenation of n; segments of type ri+l(m) in 
1 x, 21, .‘., Zi>, and where n,, $30, O<idr, and m=no+ ... +n,+nb+ ... +n:. 
Note that %‘&,, consists of the equation xm=xm+‘. We have %‘&,c 
~&,E%&E~&)C~~. . 
Theorem 3.1 ([S]). Let (A I =r + 1, r 20. Let M be monoid generated by A. Then 
M belongs to VI, m if and only ifM satisfies the equations in Wi,,,,. Consequently, VI,,, is 
deJined by ur>o vim,. 
Theorem 3.2 ([S]). (i) Ul>o%‘ir, is equivalent to %‘tl,. 
(4 U120gi2j is equivalent to %?&,. 
(iii) UIBO @is) is equivalent to %?&,. 
Now, let us reduce Q?;,,,, to a simpler equivalent sequence of equations JlrYi,,. 
Let m> 1. A segment oftype nrl(m) in {x1} is x1; a segment oftype nr2(m) in (x1, x2} 
is (x~)~‘x~ or (x~)~~x~ for some ml where 1 <ml <m; a segment of type nri+ I(m) in 
Si+l={~l~~~~~Xi~Xi+l } is the concatenation of mi (mi> 1) segments of type nri(m) in 
an i-subset of Si + 1, say Si, followed by the concatenation of mi_ l(mi_ r 30) segments 
oftypem_r(m)inan(i-1)-subsetofSi,saySi_,,..., followed by the concatenation 
of mI(m, 20) segments of type nrl(m) in an l-subset of Sz, say Sr, followed by the 
element in Si+r -Si, for some m,, . . ..mi where 1 bm, + ... +mt<m. Segments oftype 
n&(m) are the mirror images, or the reversals, of the segments of type nri(m). 
Definition 3.2. Let m > 1 and let r be a nonnegative integer. Jl/‘%?~,,,, is the subsequence 
of gim, of all equations of the form 
24, . . . uovo . . . v,=u,... uoxvo . . . v, 
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where u0 = xno, u0 = xnb, where ui is the concatenation of ni segments of type nlz (m) in 
{x,y,)(th 1 t f h’ h’ e as o w ic is of the form x(y, )’ for some 1 de<:), vi is the concatena- 
tion of n; segments of type nrz(m) in {x, zi 1 (the first of which is of the form (zi)cx for 
some 1 <e <m), where for 2 <i < r, Ui is the concatenation of n, segments of type 
nli+1(m) in {x, y,, . . ..yi> (the last of which starts with x if n, = ... =niel =O; other- 
wise, the last of which starts with a letter in (x, y,, . . , yj} where j is the largest integer 
among 1, . , i - 1 with nj # 0), Ui is the concatenation of n: segments of type nri + 1(m) in 
f x, Zl, ...> zi> (the first of which ends with x if n’, = +.. = ni_ i =O; otherwise, the first of 
which ends with a letter in {x, zi, . .., Zj} where j is the largest integer among 1, , i - 1 
with nj#O), and where ni, ni>O, Obidr, and m=nO+ ... +n,+nb+ ... +n:. 
Note that _I’%?&,, consists of the equation x”’ = x”‘+ ‘. We have J(/ %‘yrn,~ 
,~‘~~,,c.n-~~,,~.,1-~~*,c.... 
Lemma 3.1. Let rn> 1 and let r be a nonneyatiue integer. 
a Equations of thefbrm 
w,...w(J=w*... wax, 
w. =x”’ and, for 1 <id r, wi is the concatenation of ni segments of type ri+ 1 (m) in 
1 x, x 1, . . ..Xij. where ni>,O, O<i<r, and m=n,+ ... +n, are deducible from W’;,,,,. 
l Equations of the form 
wg . . w, = xwo . . . w, 
w0 = xno, and, for 1 < id r, Wi is the concatenation of ni segments of type li+ 1 (m) 
in {x,x1 ,..., xi), and where ni>,O, Odidr, an d m=n,+ ..’ +n, are deducible 
from %?Fm,. 
Proof. We give a proof for the first claim (the second claim follows similarly). The 
result is trivial for r = 0. So assume r > 1. Let w’, be the smallest suffix of w, . . w. to 
contain x, w; the smallest sulhx of w, . . . wo- w’, (here, if w, . . wo=uw’, , then 
w,...wg-w;=u) to contain w;a, . . . . Hence w, . w(-J = ww:, w;, where 
WE{X,Xi, . ..) x,}*. There exist nonnegative integers nb, . . ..nL such that the nb first 
segments among w; , . , w; are of type 1, (mo) in {x}, the n; next segments are of type 
l,(ml) in {x, yi}, . . . . and the last n: segments are of type lr+l(m,) in jx,yl, . . ..y.>. 
Here, mO, . . . . m, are positive integers and (x, y,, . , yr} = {x,x1, . . , x,). It is possible 
that some of mO, . . , m, be greater than m. Let 1 d k Bm. If w; is of type li+ 1 (mi) 
(O<i<r) in {x,yi, . . . . yij with mi<m, let w; = w;. Otherwise, we can deduce from 
+?[m;’ an equation of the form wh = w ;,wherew~isoftypeli+,(m)in{X,yl,...,yi}.For 
example, let r = 2 and let 
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w; is of type 13(7) in {x, y,, ~2). Using instances of %t5), one can write w; as WE where 
wi is of type 13(5) in {x,y,,y,}. 
l, 
k 
(the segments inside [ ] are of type j2(5) in {x,y2} and the segments inside ( ) are of 
type l,(5) in (x3 or { y,>). Let uO be the concatenation of the nb last segments among 
w;, . . ..w., u1 the concatenation of the n; last segments among w:, . . . . wzb+ 1, . . . . 
so w, . wg =ww:, . . . ’ - ” ’ - w1 ww’,...w1-M’u,...u~=wu,... u,x=w,... wOx(here,ul...uO= 
u, . . . uOx is in S’&,,) is deducible from W;,,. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Vim) is equivalent to A ‘+?i,,,,. Consequently, Vl.,, is dejined by 
u *a0 Jw;,,. 
Proof. We show by induction on r that %TLm, is equivalent to .,I)‘%;,,,,. V&, is equivalent 
to N%?y(“,, since both consist of the equation xm=xmfl. Assume that %‘i,,,, is equivalent 
to ,4”%Tr y (,,,). Let us show that %T‘;~~’ is equivalent to ,+‘%T$I’. Consider an equation in 
%T;m:‘. It is easy to see that it has a decomposition of the form 
wu,+1u,...u~v~...v,v,+1w’=wu,+~u,...u~xv~...v,v,+1w’ (1) 
where uO = xno, vO =x”;, u1 is the concatenation of n, segments of type n12(n) in (x, y,} 
(the last segment of u1 has x as its first letter), v, is the concatenation of n; segments of 
type nr2(n) in {x,zl} (the first segment of vl has x as its last letter), and where for 
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2 < i < r + 1, ui is the concatenation of ui segments of type li + 1 (n) in (x, y 1, . . . , yi} (the 
last of which starts with x if y1r = ... = ni_ i = 0; otherwise, the last of which starts with 
aletterin{x,y,,..., yj} wherej is the largest integer among 1,. . . , i- 1 with nj #O), ui is 
the concatenation of ni segments of type ri+ 1 (n) in {x, zl, . . , Zi) (the first of which 
ends with x if n; =... = nL_ I = 0; otherwise, the first of which ends with a letter in 
{ X,Zl,..., Zj} where j is the largest integer among 1,. . . , i- 1 with ni# 0), and where 
ni, ni30, Odidr+l, and m=n,+ ... +n,+,+nb+ ... +n:+,, and where 
w~{x,y, ,..., Y,+~}* and w’~(x,zi ,..., z,+i}* and n31. 
It is possible that n>m. If this is the case and say, there exists a segment v of type 
ri+l(n)iIl{X,Z,,...,Zi > in Di for some i, one can deduce the equation v = v’ where v’ is of 
type ri+l(m) in {x,z,,... ,zi} as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 (this can be done using 
instances of %YFm, or equivalently instances of yV%$,,,). So we may assume that n=m. 
We show that equation (1) can be deduced from _/l”%~~J’. If equation (1) is already 
in .,V’%?[,$‘, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, there exists some segment in some ui 
which is not of type nli + 1 (m) in {x, y i , . . . , yi} or some segment in some Vi which is not 
Of type lzYi + 1(m) in {X, z , , . . . , Zi ). Say some segment V in some Vi is not Of type ?rYi+ 1(m) 
inSi+,={x,z,,...,zi}.Butsincevisoftypeui+,(m)inSi+,,vistheconcatenationof 
mi (1 <mi<m) segments of type ri(m) in an i-subset of Si+ 1, say Si (call them 
wi, . . . . wm,), followed by the concatenation of mi_ I (Odmi_ 1 <m) segments of type 
ri_ 1(m) in an (i- 1)-subset of Si, say Si_ 1 (call them w,, + 1, . . . , w,, +m, _ ,), . . , followed 
by the concatenation of m, (O<mi <m) segments of type ri(m) in an l-subset of S2, 
says, (callthem w,,+. +,,,,+, ,..., w,,,;+ +m,)r followed by the element in Si+l -Si. If 
ml+ ... +mi>m, consider w1 . w,. w1 . . . w,,,=wl . . wmx, where XEW,X can be 
deduced from C9Fm, y b Lemma 3.1, and hence from .1 V;,, by induction hypothesis. So 
V’Wi . . . w,,+... +m, - ,z--M’~ w,z (where z is the element in Si+i -Si) is deducible 
from _YV~,). If each of w1 , . . . , w, is of type nrj(m) for some j, v = v” where v” is of type 
Mi+l(m) in {X,z,, . . . . zi} can be deduced from _t”%[,,,,. Otherwise, repeat the process 
for the segments among w 1, . . . , W, that are not of type nrj(m) (but of type rj(m)) for 
somej. Ifm,+ ... +??lidm, V=Wl . . . Wm,+ . ..+*., z (where z is the element in Si + 1 - Si) 
and there exist segments among wl, . . . , w,, + +,n, not of type nrj(m) (but of type 
rj(m)) for some j. Repeat the process for those segments. SO Ui=vl where v: is the 
concatenation of ni segments of type nri+ I (m) in {x, zi , . . , zi} can be deduced from 
_Y%[,,. A similar statement is valid for ui. So 
WU r+ 1 u, . u()vfJ . . . v,v,+, W’ 
=wu,+1 u, . UrJXVlJ . . . v,v,+ 1 w’, 
so equation (1) can be deduced from ,4’%7;,$‘. The result follows. 0 
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3.2. On complete$nite sequences of equations for the V,,,‘s 
We are now interested in the following question: 
l Does there exist r’ for which UraO NV?&, is equivalent to N%?$,,? 
Theorem 3.2 gives a positive answer for m= 1, 2 or 3. In this section, we give 
a negative answer for ~34. As an application (Theorem 3.4) we show that VI,, is 
defined by a finite sequence of equations if and only if m= 1,2 or 3. 
First, we give some conditions which enable us to tell if a given equation in _N%&,, is 
also in _P%‘$,) with Y’ cr. 
A partition of { 1, . . . , r} is a collection of disjoint subsets whose union is { 1, . . . , r} 
itself. An ordered partition is a partition in which the subsets are ordered; in this case, 
although the sets are ordered, the elements within the sets are not. For example, 
({3,6}, {2, 51, { 1,497) > is an ordered partition of { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). 
Let m> 1 and let r be a positive integer. Let 
ll,, . ll& . . VI2 =u,, . . ll@W~ . . VT2 (2) 
be an equation in N%‘im,, where 1~ rI, r2 <r, u,, and v,, are nonempty. If there exist 
l an ordered partition H1=(A1,A2 ,..., Ak,) of {l,..., rI} with Ak=(aki ,..., akj,} 
for 1dkdkI(j,+j2+ ... +jk,=rl), 
l an ordered partition H2 = (Bl,BZ, . . . . &,) of (1, . . . . r2} with &= {bkl, ..., b,j;} 
for 1 bkdk2 (j;+j;+ ... +j;,=r,), 
l an ordering ak, < ... < akj, of the elements in Ak for 1 d k 6 kI, 
a an ordering bk, < .‘. < bkjL of the elements in Bk for 1 <k < k2, 
l an equation of the form 
u; ,... l&v~...v;,=u; ,“. &xvb...v;, (3) 
in ~V$?(mms;x{~~~~~} (here uii and v;, are nonempty), 
such that if we replace in (3) yi by y,<, . . JJ,,~, for 1 d i < kI, and Zi by zbi, . . zbiji for 
1 <i < kz, we get (2) then (2) is said to be deducible by partitions from (3). 
Similarly, if rl =0 or r2 =O. 
Theorem 3.4. VI, m is dejined by a$nite sequence of equations zyand only if m = 1,2 or 3. 
Proof. Using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, if suffices to show that for m>4, VI,, is not 
defined by a finite sequence of equations. Let m>4. Assume that VI,, is defined by 
a finite sequence of equations. By Theorem 3.3, since VI,, is defined by UraO M%i,,,,, 
we have that UraO JV%&, is equivalent to a finite sequence of equations. So there 
exists r’ > 0 such that ura 0 ./V”Yi,, is equivalent to N%‘ii,. Obviously, r’ >O. Consider 
r’+l. the following equation in JlrV~,,, . 
Xm-2Zl . . z,,zr,+1xz2z4 . . . z,,+12123 . . . z,,x 
,Xm-l 
Zl . . . Z,, Z,, + 1 XZ2Z4 . . . Z,, + 12123 , . . Z,sX (4) 
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if r’ is odd, 
y-2 
21 . . . z,~z,~+~xzqz4 . . . z,,z1z3 . ..z.,+1.x 
=xm-lzl .., z,,zr,+1xz2z4 . . . z,,z1z3 . ..z.,+ix 
if r’ is even. 
(5) 
We show that equation (4) is not deducible from .A%?&, (the proof for equation (5) is 
similar). Rewrite equation (4) as xmm2w = x”- ‘w, where 
w=zi . . . z,,z,,+i xzzzq . . . z,,+ 12123 . . z,sx. 
Let w’ be the result of inserting (or deleting) a variable among x, zi, . . . . z,,+ 1 
somewhere in w. We have xmm2w +Cm,~m-2~’ and X”-iw +(,,,,xm-lw’. Hence no 
equation m Jlr%?&, can be used to insert (or delete) such a variable somewhere in 
w (here we use the fact that m>4). So the only equations in N%‘$,) that can be used 
are the ones that can insert x in front of x”-’ w (or somewhere before w). So the only 
. 
equations m Jlr%‘$,, that could be useful are: x~-~u~u~=x~-~~_+v~ where L’i is a segment 
;f type nri+,(m) in (X,z i, . . ., zi>, and where Uj is a segment of type nrj+ l(m) in 
X,Zl ) . ..) Zj}, 1 <i<<j<r’. Hence, if equation (4) is deducible from NV&,,, it is 
deducible by partitions from N%‘$,,. So rewrite z1 . . . z,,z,,+ 1 as w1 . w, where n d r’. 
No permutation of wl, . .., w, leads to ~2~4 . . . z,,+ 1z1z3 . . . z,,. The result follows. 0 
4. On sequences of equations for the V2,,‘s 
Our main result in this section is Theorem 4.1, which gives an equational character- 
ization of V2, 1. This new result builds upon an equational characterization of the 
monoids in V,,, generated by two letters (which appears in [S]). 
4.1. On a sequence of equations ultimately deJining V2, 1 
In this section, we give a sequence of equations ultimately defining V,, 1. 
Definition 4.1. Let m 2 1 and let r be a nonnegative integer. U;,,,, is the finite sequence 
of all equations of the form 
u, . . Lloxuo . . . II, = u, . . . uox2uo . . u, 
’ where u. = xno, u. = xno, where for 1 d i 6 r, Ui is the concatenation of ni segments of type 
li+i(2m+ 1)in {X,yi, . . . . yi}, ui is the concatenation of n: segments of type ri+ 1(2m + 1) 
in {x,zr, . . ..zi}. and where ni,n:>O, Odidr, and m=no+ ... +n,=nb+ ... +nL. 
LB;~,~, is the finite sequence of all equations of the form 
u, . uoxyu, u, = u, . . . uoyxvo . . v, 
where u. is the concatenation of no segments of type j2(2m+ 1) in {x, y}, u. is the 
concatenation of nb segments of type r,(2m+ 1) in {x, y>, where for 1~ i<r, ui is the 
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concatenation of Izi segments for type li+ 2 (2m + 1) in {x, y, ~1, . . . , yi}, Ui is the concat- 
enation of n: segments of type ri+2(2m+l) in {x,~,z~,...,z~}, and where ni,n:>,O, 
O<i<r, and m=nO+ ... +n,=nb+ ... +n:. 
Note that %?F1,,,, consists of the equation x’“‘+i =xzmf2. We have wfi,,,,~ 
%~i,,,,,c@r,,,~ ..., and ~~~,,,E~~~,,,~~~~,,,~ ... 
Theorem 4.1. Let 1 Al = r + 2, r 3 0. Let M be a monoid generated by A. Then M belongs 
to V,, 1 if and only if M satisjies the equation in %‘~[~,u9~1,nj for all n suficiently large. 
Consequently, V,, I is ultimately defined by UraO (%‘i~~,u9il,n,)n> 1. 
Proof. We have to prove that MEV~,~ if and only if M satisfies the equations in 
%? iLtn,Ugii,i7, for all n sufficiently large. It is easily seen, using Lemma 2.2, that 
ME V2,1 satisfies %?iLrfi,u9?;i,m) for some m> 1. This comes from the fact that if 
M~V2/2,1, then M divides A*/-cI,mI for some m>,l. Since A*/-cI,mj 
satisfies %‘iL,!,,U9Jii,,,, M satisfies %iLi)U9il,,,. Moreover, M satisfies %?7;[fiju9iiln) 
for all n>m since -(l,nj~ -(I,,,) for those n. 
Conversely, let q : A*+M be a surjective morphism satisfying w(p = w’q for every 
equation w= w’ in ~n~m~~~rf~U~~~,n~ for some m 3 1. Let us show that ME V2, 1. It is 
sufficient to prove that for allfand g in A*, f -c1, mJ g impliesfq = gcp. For f= g = 1, it 
is certainly true. So assume f; g # 1 and f-(i, mJ g. We want to show that fq=gcp. Let 
Pl, . . ..Pt(P1< ... ‘PrI(41, f.‘> qr (ql < ... <qt)) be the (m) positions inf(g). Lemma 2.3 
allows us to consider only the case where 
Qipi if and only if Q~qi, CIEA for l<i<t, 
.L- (l)gi, and 
fi is a subword Of gi for 1 <&t-l, 
whereJ=f(Pi,Pi+l), gi=g(qi>qi+l) for l<ibt-1. Heref=~,f~a,f,...a,-,f,-,a,, 
.cI=~lgl~zg2 . ..at-lgt-l%> where Q;C,pi and Qz,gi for some Ui~A, 1 <id t. The above 
permits to consider only the case where 
f=alfla2f2 ~~~fi-laiSiai+l_f+l ~~~at-l.f-lat~ 
CI=alfla2f2 ~~.h-laiCIiai+l_h+l ~~~%lf,-lat~ 
where5 is a subword Of gi andfi -(i) gi for some i between 1 and t - 1. We observe also 
that iffy is a subword Of hi and hi a subword of gi, we have alsofi -Cl) hi. Hence we have 
only to consider the case where 
j”=alfla2fZ . ..fi-laiuuai+lfi+l ~~~@-l.t-l%, 
g=~lfl~2fZ...J;-l~iu~~~i+lfi+l ..~%l_t-l4 
for some i between 1 and t - 1, some a in u or in v. Assume a is in u, so uv = u’au”v for 
some u’, u”EA* (the proof when a is in v is similar). If U” = 1, then uv=u’uv and 
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uau = u’a2u. From the choice of the pi’s, 
By Lemma 2.1, there exist M;~, . . . . MI,,,, \v;, . . . . I&EA* such that 
U,f;U,f2 . ..~_laiu’=W. . . . W1, 
vai+ If;+1 ... a,_,j,_,a,=w; . . . w;, 
(a}sw,ac ... EW,C(, {a}cw~cr~ ... cw6a. We can choose w1 to be the smallest 
Suffix Of UlfiU*f2 . ..f._laitl’ to contain a, w2 the smallest suffix of 
UrfiQ*f2 . ..f..-rUiu’--M?r t0 contain WISI, . ..) $Vl ’ the smallest prefix of 
oai+lfi+l ~~~Glf,-lG to contain a, w; the smallest prefix of 
W+,fi’+l ... a,_,j_,a,-ww; to contain W;CX, . . . Hence w, . . . w1 is in fact a suffix of 
alfia2fi ...~-1Uiu’ and w; . . . w& is in fact a prefix of 
There exist nonnegative integers no, . . . , II,+ 1 such that the q, first segments among 
wl, . . . . w, are of type I, (mo) in {a}, the n, next segments are of type j2(m,) in 
{&}, . ..> and the last n,, 1 segmentsareoftypel,+,(m,+,)in(a,b,,...,b,+,).Here, 
~10, . . ..m.+, are positive integers, a, b,, . . . , b,, 1 are in A. Similarly, there exist non- 
negatrve integers nb, . . , n: + 1 such that the nb first segments among w;, . . . . wi, are of 
type rl(mb) in (a}, the n; next segments are of type r2(m;) in {a,~, >, . . ..and the last 
n:,, segments are of type r,+z(m:+,) in ja,cI,...,c,+,}. Here, mb,...,m:+l are 
positive integers and cl, . , c,+ 1 are in A. It is possible that some of m,,, . . . , m,, 1, 
Ah . . ..mi+. be greater than 2m + 1. If this is the case for some ml, say, 0 < i < r + I, and 
wk (1 d k<m) is of type li+ l(mi) in an (i+ 1)-subset of A, one can write wkq as w;l cp 
where w; is of type li+ 1 (2m + 1) in that subset of A. This can be done using instances of 
% ‘K!,, and %,,+ For example, let r = 1 and A = {u. b, c}. Let 
f * >A* 
al_fiazf2 . ..f.-laid= abc bucacaaaccacacccccaccaacacccaac abbb a, 
hAAT,-- 
Cai+lfi+l . ..a.~,&,a,=cccca cbccba bccca abc. 
wq . . . w,aw; .., w> -C1,4, wq . . . w,a2w; . . . wk. Here, m = 4. There is no = 1 segment in 
aI,fiaz,f2 . ..J-lUiU oftype II(mo)=ll(l) in {a}, 1.e w,; there is rzl = 1 segment of type 
12(m1)=12(3) in {a, b}, i.e. w 2; and there are n2 = 2 segments of type I,(m,) = /,(ll) in 
(a,b,c}, i.e. w3 and wq. Also, there is nb=O segment in uai+If;+l . . . ~,_~&~a, of type 
rl (mb) = r1 (1) in {a}; there is n; = 1 segment of type rz(m;) = r,(4) in {a, c}, i.e. w;; and 
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there are n; = 3 segments of type I-~(&) = r3(2) in {a, b, c}, i.e. w;, wj and wk. We have 
that m,>2(4)+ 1 and w3 is of type 13(m2) in {a, b,c}. By hypothesis, 40: A*+M is 
a surjective morphism satisfying wcp = w’cp for every equation w= w’ in Gs’~~,~,u~~~,~,. 
In particular, since U~XX~~IJ~ = ~~~~~~~~ where u1 is the concatenation of 4 segments of 
type j2(9) in {x, yI} and where v1 is the concatenation of n; segments of type r2(9) 
in {x,zl} (nb+n;=4) belongs to G~?tr,~), ulxx”bul~=~~~2~“bu~~. Also, since 
uoxyuo = u. yxoo where u. (uo) is the concatenation of 4 segments of type l2 (9) ( r2(9)) in 
{x, Y} belongs to gt1,4), uoxyuo cp = uoyxuo cp. Hence, one can write w3(p as w’;cp where 
w’j is of type I,(9) in {a, b, c}. 
w3(p = baca[cuu] [UC] [cu] [cu]c*(c)(c)(c)(uc) cuucucccuuccp 
(using an instance of wtl,n) 
= baca[cau] [UC] [cu] [ca]c(c)(c)(c)(ac)cuacucccaucq 
= bacu [cua] [UC] [cu] [cu] c*(c)(c)(uc)(cu)ucucccuuc~ 
(using an instance of %Tt1,41) 
= baca[cuu] [UC] [cu] [cu] c(c)(c)(uc)(ca)ucucccuucq 
= bucu [caa] [UC] [ca] [cu] c* (c)(ac)(ca)(uc)ucccaucq 
(using an instance of %?tI,4,) 
= bacu[cau] [UC] [ca] [cu] c(c)(uc)(ca)(uc)ucccuacq 
= bacu[caa] [UC] [cu] [cu]c2(uc)(cu)(uc)(uc)ccuaccp 
(using an instance of Vf1,41) 
= buca[cuu] [ac] [cu] [cu]c(uc)(cu)(ac)(uc)ccuucq 
= bucu[cua] [UC] [cu] [cu]ca(ccu)(ac)(uc)(cca)uccp 
(using an instance of CS:1,4J) 
= bucu [cua] [UC] [cu] [cu] uc(ccu)(ac)(uc)(cca)ucq 
= bu[cu] [cau] [act] [ac] ~~(cccu)(uc)(ac)(ccu)accp 
(using an instance of %Yt1,4J) 
= bu[cu] [caa] [ucc] [UC] a(cccu)(uc)(uc)(ccu)accp 
= buca [cuu] [ac] [cu] [ca] c’(c) (auc)(uc)(cca)ucq 
(using an instance of Vt,, 4)) 
= bucu[cau] [UC] [cu] [ca]c(c)(auc)(uc)(cca)uq 
= buca[cuu] [ac] [cu] [cu]c2(uuc)(uc)(ccu)(uc)cp 
(using an instance of %T?(:,4J) 
= buca[cuu] [ac] [cu] [ca]c(auc)(uc)(ccu)(uc)q 
= ba[cu] [cua] [UC] [ca]ca(ca)(ac)(uc)(ccu)accp 
(using an instance of gti,4)) 
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= ba [ca] [caa] [UC] [ca] ac(cu)(uc)(uc)(cca)uccp 
= bu [cu] [cua] [UC] [cuu] c2(uuc)(uc)(ccu)(uc)cp 
(using an instance of %7(:,4j) 
= bu [cu] [cuu] [UC] [cuu] c(uuc)(uc)(ccu)(uc)~ 
(the segments inside [ ] are of type 12(9) in {a, c} and the segments inside ( ) are either 
of type rr (1) in (c} or of type r2 (9) in {a, c} ). Similarly, if we have some rn: greater than 
2m + 1. Hence %?F: k, gives w, . . . w,uw; . . . wkq=wm... w,u2w; . wkcp and fq=gcp 
follows. 
Now, if u” = dl . . d, (here, uv = u’ud 1 . . d,v and uuv = u’ud 1 . . d,uu), then 
~,fi~zf2 . ..f.-luiu’ud, . ..dnvui+lfi+l ...U,-~~;-,U,V 
=~,fi~,f2 . ..A-luiU’u’dl . ..d.vui+,J+, ...U,-,~,_,U,C+J 
(using in particular an instance of %?::A,) 
=u,~Iu~~Z . ..L-.uiu’ud,ud2 ...dnvui+lh+l . ..U.-,f,_,U,q 
(using in particular an instance 
=~lfi~zf2 ...h_luiu’ud,d2ud, . ..d.vui+,J+, ... U,-,f,_,U,q 
(using in particular an instance 
=~,f~~,f2...~-~uiu’ud~d2...d,-~ud,vUi+,fi+~ ...U,-,~,-,U,CJI 
(using in particular an instance 
=~,fi~2f2 . ..J-luiu’ud. . ..dnUoui+..h+, ...U~-I.LIUZ~ 
(using in particular an instance 
and fq=gcp follows. Let us show, for example, the equality 
UlfiUzf2 . ..~-luiu’udlud2d3 . ..d.uui+,fi+, . ..U.-,f,-,U,q 
=u~f~u2f~.,.f;.-~UiU’ud~d2ud~...d,vui+~fi+~ ...LI-,~,~,U,~. 
Using Lemma 2.1, rewrite a, fiu2f2 ...f;-lUiu’udl as w, . . . w1 where 
wr,...,w,~A* and {u,d2}swlas ... CW,CI. 
Also, rewrite d3 . ..d.vui+,fi+, ...u,_lf,_lu, as w; . . . wk where w; ,..., w~EA* and 
{u,d2}zw;az ... EW~IX. We can choose w1 to be the smallest suffix of 
a, flu2 f2 . ..f.-lUiu’udl to contain {u,d2}, w2 the smallest suffix of 
aI flu2 f2 ...h- ,uiu’ud, - w1 to contain W~CI, . . Similarly, we can choose w; to be the 
smallest prefix of d3 . . d,,vq+ 1 f;+ 1 . . . a,_ 1 ft_ lu, to contain {a, d2}, w; the smallest 
prefix of d3 . ..d.vui+,f;+, . ..u.-~~_~u,-w~ tocontainw;a ,... Hencew,...w, isin 
fact a suffix of a, flu2 f2 . ..fi~lUiu’ud. and w; . . . wk is in fact a prefix of 
d3 ...dnvui+lJ;~1 ... a, _ 1 & 1u,. There exist nonnegative integers no, . . . , n, such that 
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the n, first segments among wl, . . . . w, are of type /2(rno) in {u,d2}, the n, next 
segments are of type j3(m,) in {a, dz, bl 1, .., and the last n, segments are of type 
1,+2(m,)in {a,d2,bl,...,b,}. H ere, mo, .., m, are positive integers, a, d2, bl, . .., b, are in 
A. Similarly, there exist nonnegative integers nb, . . . , n: such that the nb first segments 
amongw;,...,wk are of type r2(mb) in { a,dz}, the n; next segments are of type r3(m;) 
in {a,d2,cl), . . . . and the last n: segments are of type rr+2(m:) in {a,dz,cl, . . . . c,}. 
Here, m&, . , rn: are positive integers and cl, . . . , c, are in A. It is possible that some of 
m0, . . ..m., 4, . . . , rn: be greater than 2m + 1. If this is the case for some mi, say, 0 d id r, 
and wk (1 <k<m) is of type li+*(mi) in an (i+2)-subset of A, one can Write wk(p as w;cp 
where WE is of type Ii+ 2(2m + 1) in that subset of A. This can be done using instances of 
G?? ;C,!,, and %,,,,,. The result follows. 0 
Now, let us reduce %?F1,,,, and 9%;1,m, to simpler equivalent sequences of equations. 
Definition 4.2. Let m 3 1 and let r be a nonnegative integer, JV%?~l,mJ is the sub- 
sequence of W;l,mJ of all equations of the form 
u, . . . UrJXU~ . . . v,=u, . . . cl~X%~ v, 
where ug =xno, vg=xnb, where u1 is the concatenation of n, segments of type 
n1,(2m+1)in{x,y,}(thelastofwhichisoftheformx(y,)‘forsome1~e~2m+1),u, 
is the concatenation of n; segments of type nrZ (2m + 1) in {x, z1 } (the first of which is of 
the form (zl )“x for some 1~ e < 2m + l), where for 2 < i < r, ui is the concatenation of Iii 
segments of type nli+ 1(2m+ 1) in {x, y,, . . . . yi} (the last of which starts with x if 
IZ~ = ... = ni- 1 =O; otherwise, the last of which starts with a letter in {x, y,, . . ., Yj} 
where j is the largest integer among 1, . . . . i- 1 with nj #O), Ui is the concatenation of 
n: segments of type Wi+,(2m+ 1) in {x,zl, . . . . zi) (the first of which ends with x if 
n;= . . . = ni- 1 =O; otherwise, the first of which ends with a letter in {x, zl, . . ..zj} 
where j is the largest integer among 1, . . . , i- 1 with ni#O), and where ai, ni 30, 
O<i<r, and m=no+ ... +n,=n&+ ... +n:. J1’9;,,,, is the subsequence of 9F1,,,, of 
all equations of the form 
24, . u,xyv, . v,= li, . . . uoyxu(J . . . v, 
where ug is the concatenation of no segments of type nlz(2m + 1) in {x, y}, v. is the 
concatenation of nb segments of type nr,(2m + 1) in {x, y }, where u1 is the concatena- 
tion of n1 segments of type n13(2m + 1) in {x, y, yl} (the last of which starts with a letter 
in {x,y}), o1 is the concatenation of n’, segments of type nr3(2m+ 1) in {x, y,zl} (the 
first of which ends with a letter in {x, y}), where for 2 < i < r, Ui is the concatenation of 
n, segments of type nli+2(2m+l) in {x,y,yl,..., yi} (the last of which starts with 
a letter in {x, y} if n, = ... = ni_ 1 = 0; otherwise, the last of which starts with a letter in 
{x, y,y,, . , yj} where j is the largest integer among 1, . . . . i- 1 with nj#O), Ui is the 
concatenation of n; segments of type nri+ z(2m + 1) in {x, y, zl, . . . , Zi} (the first of which 
ends with a letter in {x, y} if n> = ... = n; _ 1 = 0; otherwise, the first of which ends with 
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a letter in (x, y,z,, . . . . zj} where j is the largest integer among 1, . . . , i - 1 with n> #O), 
and where ni,n;30, O<i<r, and m=n,+ ... +n,=nb+ ... +nL. 
Theorem 4.2. +J?;~,~, is equivalent to Jkfl%?il,mj and 9il.m) is equivalent to ,,q”63i,,m,. 
Consequently, V2, 1 is ultimately dejned by uraO ( .+“%‘i~~,uArL2il,.,),B 1. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.3. 0 
4.2. On a sequence of equations satisfied in V2,n 
In this section, for n> 1, we give a sequence of equations satisfied in V2,n 
Definition 4.3. Let n, m> 1 and let Y be a nonnegative integer. %i,,,,) is the finite 
sequence of all the equations in gin) where 
{X 1, ..., x~}=(YI~...,Y*}=(~t . . . . ,Z?} 
and where we replace 
x by (xx1 x,) ’ x(xx, . . . x,).‘, 
yi by (xx1 . . . x,) ’ yi(xx, . . . x,)” and 
Zi by (XX1 ... X,)” Zi(XX1 ... X,)” 
for 1 < idr. Here J”=(n + l)(m+ l)- 1 and is known to be the smallest N such that 
xN -Cn,mj~N’l when 1x(= 1. 
Theorem 4.3. Let 1 A ( = r + 1, r 2 0. Let M be a monoid generated by A. If M belongs to 
V 2,n, then M satisfies the equations in gin.,,) for all m su@iciently large. 
Proof. It is easily seen, using Lemma 2.4, that ME V2,n satisfies %‘in,m, for some m > 1. 
This comes from the fact that if ME V,,,, then M divides A*/ -cn,mj for some m> 1. 
Since A*/ -(,,, mj satisfies @[,,, mJ, M satisfies vi,,, m). Moreover, M satisfies Wi,,, m,) for all 
m’3m since -Cn,mo E -(,,,,) for those m’. 0 
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